The Study Guide consists of approximately 36 pages of chapter summaries, quotes, character analysis, themes, and more - everything you need to sharpen your knowledge of Tell Me How It Ends. Print Word PDF. The following version of this book was used for the creation of this study guide: Luiselli, Valeria. Tell Me How It Ends: An Essay in Forty Questions. Coffee House Press, 2017. By presenting the experiences of children on their journey to the United States, statistics about the outcome of immigration court proceedings, and empirical evidence about the impact of U.S. intervention in foreign governments, Luiselli leaves readers to judge the cases of these children for themselves. Read more from the Study Guide. A Journey to understanding by , 1987, The Committee edition, in English - 3rd ed., rev. Benefits of donating. When you donate a physical book to the Internet Archive, your book will enjoy: Beautiful high-fidelity digitization. Long-term archival preservation. A six-session Central America study guide. 3rd ed., rev. 0 Ratings. Central America: Where Best To Go Backpacking. Where To Go. by Marek on JAN 24, 2019 Pin for later! Central America is an amazing part of the world to go backpacking. This is a nice slice of Central America and my recommendation if you have just a few weeks. These two countries combine well in a circular route and pack a great punch. Southeast Mexico will give you some great beach destinations, Mayan ruins, mountains, and jungles. When I was already six countries further down the gringo trail, some people I met earlier were still in Guatemala, unable to leave! Maybe you'll find yourself quite captivated by this country, as well. Read my Guatemala backpacking guide ».